Newsletter No6, 2020 JUNE
CENTRE INFORMATION
We are delighted to have Miss Amy and Miss
Bianca join our
team at JumpStart .
Miss Amy joins as
our second trainee,
and Bianca is an
experienced
Diploma trained
educator.
Both
educators bring enthusiasm, passion and
complement our amazing team. Miss Bianca
will join Miss Chloe and Miss Shannon in the
Possums room, and Miss Amy will assist across
rooms. They are keen to meet families and will
introduce themselves to our families when they
are assisting with arrivals and departures each
day.

LIFTING RESTRICTIONS
To ensure the safety of educators, children, and
families we will
continue to limit
entry to the service
with a review at the
end
of
June.
Presently educators
are
writing
children’s midyear reports. This is an
opportunity for families to speak with educators
to discuss their child’s achievements and to
focus on outcomes to develop continuing skills.
We value this experience and we will be inviting
families to sit with educators and their child in
the foyer from Tuesday 16th June. The Busy
Bees reports will be conducted first, followed by
the Possums and Bunyips. This will support our
safe transition where families can reconnect
with educators and be
inspired by their
child’s, growth, and
development over the
last few months at
Jumpstart.
(NQA 1,2,3,4, 5, 6, &7)

COUNTRY
SUDAN

OF

THE

MONTH

Throughout the month of May, we explored the
Sudanese culture and heritage.
The Busy Bee’s and Playful Possums cooked a
Sudanese Sweet Potato Stew.
Adding herbs from our
garden, vegetable stock,
tomatoes and tomatoes paste
this stew was really delicious.
The Possums complimented
the dish by making
Sudanese rice. Black
beans were a new
addition to carrots, peas
and capsicum which were
carefully mixed together
and served with the sweet potato stew. The
children developed their senses of touch, smell,
and taste throughout this experience as they
became familiar with the various textures of the
ingredients
used
throughout
this

experience.
All
the
children came together to
eat this delicious meal
and they were eager to
ask for seconds. A great
way to celebrate culture and to support healthy
eating of legumes and vegetables. The Baby
Bunyips shared their delicious Sudanese
Lemonade made with Soda Water, Lime and
Mint from our vegetable garden. Coming
together to share this special meal was a true
celebration of Sudanese
culture as children and
educators’
experience
different foods as a shared
community.
The children developed and
demonstrated their cognitive

skills as they created a
Sudanese flag. The Busy
Bee’s created their flags
either by colouring in or
painting, while the Playful Possums enjoyed
developing their hand-eye coordination skills by
using crepe paper to create their Sudanese Flags.
The children really enjoyed
learning the Five Senses
Song in Sudanese. Please
download the QR Code App
on your smartphone to view
the Playful Possums learning
their five senses in Sudanese.
These experiences develop positive and trusting
relationships with educators and peers as we
collectively develop our understanding and
respect for diversity.
(NQA 1, 3, 5, 6, &7)

QR CODES TECHNOLOGY
QUALITY IMPROVEMENT PLAN
(NQA 1,2,3,4, 5, 6, &7)

QR stands for
Quick Response.
QR codes can be
scanned using your
smart phone. With
families restricted
at the centre we have been using QR codes to
connect with families through our day books,
newsletters, Mother’s day gifts where our
Mother’s day song was presented on our gift
tag so families could still be part of a virtual
Mother’s day afternoon Tea and through
children portfolios so families can capture
and
store
children’s
developmental
achievements in real time.
QR codes provide educators with an
opportunity to share unique experiences with
children and their families. Please take the
time to scan QR codes located in our
newsletter day books and portfolios as
learning comes to life. We invite families who
are unsure about accessing QR codes to speak
with educators for support.

PARENT INPUT
To support healthy
eating options, we
would be appreciative
if families could
complete the family

habits survey from NSW Health using the

link below:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/familyhabits

FAMILIES CAN WIN PRIZES
The

Healthy

Children’s team (NSW
Health) would like
information about
the health habits of
Western Sydney
families
with
children aged 0-12
years
during
COVID-19
to
continue
their
support of families
in
Western
Sydney.

Families who complete this 10-minute
survey will be in the draw for play
equipment to the value of $100. So, log
on today for your chance to win.

https://healthylunchbox.com.au/builder/
As children are now heading back to school,
parents are getting
back into packing
lunchboxes. The
Cancer Council
has developed a
handy interactive
lunchbox builder
to help children
and families pack
a
healthy
lunchbox with foods that they like! Packing a
healthy lunch box can set up healthy eating
habits that last a lifetime.
The website also provides inspiration and ideas
for sandwich alternatives, sandwich filling
ideas, snacks, and swaps for unhealthy snack
foods. If you are struggling for alternative ideas,
we encourage families to take a look at this new

and easy tool to support healthy
eating options for children. (NQA
1, 2, 4, 5, 6, &7)

later. So, start reading TODAY. It makes a
difference to your child. It only TAKES 10
minutes each day.

ROOM STIMULUS AREAS:
BUSY BEES:
NATIONAL
SIMULTANEOUS
STORYTIME 2020 CHICKEN DIVAS
https://www.alia.org.au/nss

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Life cycles
Sea animals
Friendship
Fitness/Health
Fairy tales

SCHOOL READINESS FOCUS

At 11am on Wednesday 27th of May, the
children and educators at Jumpstart 4 Kids
partook in the National Simultaneous Storytime
– an annual event where schools, libraries, daycares, bookshops, and families at homes read
the same Australian book. The book for this
year was ‘Whitney and Britney Chicken Divas.
‘The children from each room attentively
followed along with the story as it was read by
Emma Watkins from the Wiggles. The Chicken
Divas were a hit with the children
enthusiastically participating in conversations
about the book with their educators.

The Benefits of reading are endless. As part of
our Quality Improvement Plan children are read
a minimum 5 books every day. We encourage
families to read at least 1 book each day with
their child Research links shared reading at
home with children’s superior language skills,
early reading abilities and academic
achievements at schools Toddlers vocabulary is
linked to shared reading as they build awareness
of colours, shapes, letters, and numbers There is
a direct relationship between shared reading at
2-3 years and academic achievement 6 years

LITERACY FOCUS. PHONICS:
During the month of June, we will be focussing
on the letters E, K, V, P, and J
through
play-based
games/activities. Children will
be encouraged to identify
these letters and most
importantly the sound each
letter makes during intentional
teaching school readiness
groups which are lead by the busy bees’
educators. Children will be building the sound –
letter relationship as they think about familiar
words starting with of focus letters E, K, V, P
and J each week.
NUMERACY.
We will explore the numbers
16,17,18,19 and 20. Children
will be encouraging to
memorise
the
2-digit
numbers
with
correct
position of numerals. We will
work on their counting skills
through counting in ascending and descending
order and encourage them to match and
sequence numbers using number lines, flash
cards, counters, and visual representations.
SIGHTWORDS – JUNE
WK 1
A
And
WK 2
I
Me
WK 3
My
In
WK 4
Is
It
WK 5
Big
Little

The sight words will be introduced through
intentional
teaching
experiences to read each sight
word. The children will
participate in literacy-based
games where they match
letters of the sight words using
magnetic letters, filling in the
missing letters of the sight
words and sight word bingo games.
CONCEPT
This month we will focus on
the
Oval,
Octagon,
Hexagon, Pentagon, and
Diamond. The colours we
will focus on are Orange,
Purple, Brown, Pink and
Grey. The children will be
encouraged to name and
identify colours and shapes but also to develop
an understanding of the properties of each
shape. I.e. how many sides each shape has, how
many corners and if they have straight sides or
curved sides. They will participate in play-based
learning activities such as eye-spy with my little
eye, and a musical dice game focusing on
shapes and colour.

Children will be encouraged to create shapes
using pegs, play dough or paddle pop sticks as
well as work on colour patterns to further their
understanding of shapes and colours during
programmed indoor play and afternoon school
readiness groups.
BUSY BEES NEWS NO TOYS.
LET’s USE OUR WORDS and SHARE

During the news groups we focus on language
and self-confidence. To support this, we would
ask
that
families
support
children
to
bring in a
picture,
drawing
or
story books
that
your
child can talk to or share some information
about with other children. Toys are easily
broken and are very limiting in their capacity to
engage extended conversations with children.
So, pick up a book to share and leave special
toys safely at home.

OUR COMPANION BEARS
VENTURE OUT IN JUNE
PARAMEDIC PETE & NURSE NATASHA
In April and May Paramedic Pete and Nurse
Natasha had fun adventure across all the three
rooms with the children participating through
different activities. Paramedic Pete cannot wait
for their next fun visit to Benjamin, Javier,
Vrisha and Maisie’s houses while Nurse
Natasha will have fun adventure with Eliana,
Hannah, Liam and Veer at their place.

PATIENT PATRICK &SCHOOL GIRL
JESSICA
In the months of
April and May
Patient Patrick
and School Girl
Jessica enjoyed
taking part in
adventures
across the Baby
Bunyips,
Playful Possums and Busy Bee’s rooms.
Throughout the month of June Patient Patrick
and School Girl Jessica are going to embark on
Adventures with Vedavyasa, Sayesha, Grace
and Avni. We cannot wait to see what fun
adventures our bears will go on with our Playful

Possums friends.
It is
important to return our
Companion Bears after 1
week, so all children can enjoy this
experience. We can’t wait to see what
adventures our Bears go on.

VOLCANO ERUPTION Scan the QR

(NQA 1, 3, 5, 6, & 7)

For the month of June, the
Playful Possums will turn their attention to
healthy eating following up from our projectbased learning experience about Banana’s. The
children
will
develop
their
knowledge
and
understanding of
healthy
and
sometimes
food
taking increasing
responsibility for
their own physical health and well-being. The
children will take part in activities to assist in
their development of knowledge such as sorting
healthy and sometimes foods into tubs using our
play food, collaging using magazines, picnic
setups and story books such as ‘My Daddy ate
an Apple.’ The Playful Possums will look at
Kindness, what it means to be kind and how it
feels when someone is or is not kind to you. The
children will take part in experiences that
promote sharing and turn-taking skills and be
involved in discussions where they will use their
problem-solving skills to determine how their
actions might or might not affect their peers
around them. The children will gather further
perspective of kindness through stories and
scenarios of acts of kindness or being unkind
which will promote further discussion. Some of

ROOM STIMULUS
PLAYFUL POSSUMS
1.

Healthy Eating

2.

Music

3.

Kindness

4.

Physical Health and Well-being

Throughout the month of May the Playful
Possums focused on Our Favourite Animals and
Reconciliation Week as well as developing our
interests and understanding of Science and
Discovery. The children enjoyed engaging in
experiences and discussions focusing on
animals, their habitats and sorting them into
groups of sea creatures, pets, wild and farm
animals. A highlight was a visit with Miss
Tirane and her pet rabbit “Buddy” The children
loved having him in the room, patting him and

investigating his colour, texture, and behaviour.
The children also loved exploring exotic
animals such as a peacock. The children loved
creating their own peacocks using coloured
feathers to develop their colour recognition
skills and sensory skills.
The children explored their skills and
understanding of science and discovery by
conducting a science experiment each day. The
children took part in a volcano exploding,
running water experiment, making slime, hot vs.
cold and making playdough. The children
explored their inquiry and hypothesising skills
throughout each of these experiments.

Code to see the children
taking part in a Volcano
Eruption Experiment!

the stories planned for
these experiences are When I’m Feeling Happy,
When I’m Feeling Sad, King Pig, and The Very
Cranky Bear.
CONCEPT: Heart and Diamond (revision)

LITERACY: Letters Oo and Gg (revision)

NUMERACY: Revise numbers One to Ten

will sing Hot Potato and talk with them during
the mealtimes as we encourage the children to
eat healthy fruit and vegetables with plenty of
fresh
water
and
milk
each
day.

BABY BUNYIPS STIMULUS:
1: Healthy food
2: Healthy food
3: Weather
4: Weather.
Through the month of May
children focused on Space and
Mother’s Day. We prepared for
Mother’s Day with lots of craft and some special
gifts for the children to give to their Mothers.
The children explored their creative ability with
plenty of craft activities, to create beautiful craft
and cards for their mum’s.
The children enjoyed exploring experiments.
Together we created an
errupting vocano (using the
baking soda, vinegar and
food colouring) and rain
clouds using the shaving
cream and food colouring.
The children thoroughly
enjoyed the feeling of the shaving foam and
bubbles on their hands, and of course on their
faces.
Our Bunyips are

enjoying
interacting with
their peers and are developing language skills as
they identify their friends by name and take
turns playing in small groups. In June, the
Bunyips’ will explore Healthy Foods and
Weather. We will support the children by
talking, demonstrating and through play
experiences the types of foods that are healthy
and those foods that are sometimes foods. We
will support their understanding through books
as the children really enjoy looking at books and
being read to each day. They will play with flash
cards and complete colouring activities
depicting a variety of fruits and veggies. We

(NQA 1,2,3,4, 5, 6, &7)

YARNING BOOKJUNE
Our Yarning book went home
with Hudson and Arya in
May. It was lovely to read
and see some of their
favourite things to do at
home, and the other children
enjoyed looking at this too!
Our Yarning book shares child’s interest at the
centre with their family, with families invited to
take the opportunity to share some of their
child’s interests at home. Next stop will be to
visit Brodie and Odeya’s during the month of
June.

RECONCILIATION WEEK 27th May

3rd June

Throughout the week we paid
our respects to the Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander
cultures by undertaking experiences to further
our knowledge and understanding of these
cultures.
We focused on the
word Reconciliation

OUTDOOR
PLAY

FUNDAMENTAL MOVEMENT
and what it means to us.
More importantly we
discussed
with
the
children how we show
the
meaning of this word
through our actions.
Our focus Fundamental Movement Skill for
June is over arm throwing. Throughout the
month, the children will engage in a range of
experiences and outdoor activities that will help
them develop this skill. These include – bean
bag toss, cricket, throwing and catching
balloons and basketball.
Each day we began
the morning by watching a dream time story.
We watched How the Kangaroo got its Pouch,
Tiddalick the Frog, How
the Birds got their
Colours, The Rainbow
Serpent and Biladurang
the Platypus. Following
our morning group times
we engaged in dramatic
play, constructive, science and discovery, and
cognitive and manipulative indoor play time
experiences such as dot painting our brown
baby dolls and dressing them in traditional
dress, Aboriginal symbols matching games,
creating a campfire, manipulating rocks and
Australian native animals, and using Aboriginal
playdough mats. Across the centre we engaged
in craft experiences in the outdoor environment
such as painting Aboriginal flags, dot paining
rocks, paper plate emu, and group painting
Aboriginal flag using our hands.

IMMUNISATION
All families are asked to provide their child’s
updated immunisation register statements for
our service files. This is a requirement for all
childcare services. We would be grateful if
families could email these through on the centre
email kids@jumpstarteducation.com.au
With attention to Mr John or Miss Maree.
Families are reminded that the childcare subsidy
can be affected by late immunisation schedules.

plans are provided to the
service by the end of June. We
thank families in advance for
their ongoing support in
respect to providing medical
documentation for all children
needs.

HEALTH AND SAFETY

RISK MININIMSATION PLANS
Families
who
have
children
who
are
diagnosed with
Anaphylaxis,
Asthma or have
a diagnosed food
allergy
are
required
to
complete a risk
minimisation and communication plan. These
plans highlight to educators’ indicators and
symptoms that a child may exhibit and the
medical protocols in place to support each
child’s individual health needs. We would ask
any family who has a child with any medical
condition to speak with educators or email their
concerns immediately so that we can support
children’s safety whilst in care. This is a
regulatory (reg. 90) protocol that requires
parents to provide medical evidence of their
child’s needs. (NQA 1, 2, 5, 6, &7)

Downloading the COVIDSafe
app is something we can all do.
The app helps speed up the way
people are contacted after
exposure
to
COVID-19.
Download the app from the App
store
or
Google
play.
www.health.gov.au/resources/apps-andtools/covidsafe-app (NQA 1, 2, 5, 6, &7)

If you received Child Care Subsidy (CCS) for
2018-19, you must confirm your income with
Centrelink. If you don’t confirm your 2018-19
income by 30 June 2020, your CCS will stop
from 13 July 2020.
To confirm your income with Centrelink, you and
your partner need to either: lodge your tax
returns with the Australian Taxation Office (ATO)
or contact Centrelink directly.

EMERGENCY EVACUATIONS

ASTHMA PLANS
https://asthma.org.au/wpcontent/uploads/About_Asthma/Schools/AAC
PED2018-Care-Plan-for-Schools-A4_2019.pdf
With the winter months now upon us children
with Asthma may
require
additional
support to manage
their
respiratory
needs. Parents who
have
children
diagnosed
with
Asthma will need to ensure that they attend an
appointment with their medical practitioner and
provide the centre with a current Asthma Plan.
The plan will need to be updated every 6 months
as required by the Australian Asthma
foundation. We ask that parents support
children’s medical needs by ensuring that all

Our JumpStart kids are really prepared. The
children participated in a range of emergency
evacuations and lockdowns. The children and
educators followed instructions and talked
about the importance of keeping together,
listening and caring for each other. We are
delighted that we were able to evacuate children
and educators into areas of safety within 3
minutes. Parents are encouraged to speak with
their children at home to determine evacuation
access points in case of an emergency. The
children really enjoyed our lockdown and were
extremely quiet as Miss Jaina made her way
through each room to ensure that every child
and educator had followed our evacuation
procedures. Well done TEAM.

Bunyips Gautham 1st
Possums Aribah 7th & Grace 30th
Bees Liam 4th & Arthur 15th

FINAL THOUGHT

.

JUMPSTART 4 KIDS
STAFF

